
   

Dear friend 
         of real earth-caring.       WEF 2023    

1977                           2006The private WEF organizes again a meeting in Davos for the 
profits of money-rich-extremists – protected by uniformed 
people, which we have to pay for. Thus, all inhabitants of 
Switzerland share the responsibility for the harm, caused by 
the WEF. 
WEF-Words: «DIALOGUE, climate-rescue and world- 
improvement». Deeds: Private jets/helicopters, privileges, 
breaking-the-laws for/by the "elite". We, 99% of the earth's 
population, shall practice renunciation (re$et). The most 
extreme money-multipliers have doubled "their" billions 
since the C-war began in 2020, while those who have fallen 
through starvation have multiplied.
HungerHunger//povertypoverty? That does not interest profit-maximization 
brainwashed leaders: As long as wars are not ending, profits 
are guaranteed. People experienced that already before the 
illegal Vietnam Holocaust. Despite Kissinger's warning, 
DIALOGUE with Russia is taboo. One does not want to 
endanger the purchase-tour of BlackRock in the Ukraine. 
US - corporations have already privatized hundreds of 
thousands of ha of land at dumping prices (privare = 
robbery). What government-advices from BlackRock means 
for Ukrainian citizens, everyone can imagine for herself. The 
DIALOG failure of the WEF becomes clear, through the 
"Russian Warcrimes House"- propaganda: All Russian 
people are defamed. By the way – Where is the "War-
crimes-Palace" of USA / NATO, GB, Saudi Arabia, Germany, 
France, etc? Merkel and Hollande have admitted that Minskll 
was abused, to arm the most corrupt regime in Europe. 
At the latest NOW we should SWITCH ON critical 
thinking. Or should we shoot until the last Ukrainian 
falls – for the biggest profits of few banksters?          ./. 



--- What is more harmful than megalomania?      
     Growth-mania (see e.g. SDG target 8.1) !
--- What is the main aim, if within 30 years the 
"science" switches from ice-age-horror to heat-
appocalypse? Population control by FEAR !
--- For what have I been given Brain&HeartBrain&Heart? 
     Please use both generously !Please use both generously !

alec gagneux, Development-Dialoger, info@fairCH.com

Fact: War is the worst and sustainable climate- and 
human-killer! But who demands the abolition of NATO, 
is out: Greta is out, Luisa N. can attend the WEF 2023... 
The CO2 indulgence (military/war, aviation, shipping etc. 
are excluded), serves poor people like Al Gore, who 
together with Clinton is responsible for the illegal NATO 
attack-war against Serbia. According to a court order, 
Gore's film can be shown to students in the UK only, if the 9 
inconvenient lies are explained. By the way, polar bears 
multiply splendidly, even if Gore - similar to Lauterbach - 
terrorizes the people with panic propaganda and 
exponentially strains their debt mountain...  
Sure – I am also in favor of a radical change of the rules. 
But these must take place in a humane way – fair, without 
coercion, truth-based and direct-democratic. Rules must not 
be imposed by unelected, empathy-hacked (Y.N.Harari) 
technocrats: All accumulations gained without personal work 
involved (Islam, Christianity, Judaism forbids these) – 
including land grabbing, Mr. Gates – should be returned to 
the deprived. Thereby we ALLwe ALL have less to suffer, less fear, 
more freedom, more peace and joy. Finally WEF, msc, 
WHO and many more extremist new-world-order events (in 
favor of the 1%) can then be abolished: Like that, we can 
really improve the state of mother earth.
Finally: 


